What is Demand?
What is Demand? Seems like a pretty simple question but the answer is far from simple for
most people who aren’t in the electric utility industry. Whether you’re still trying to nail
down the basics, or just trying to explain the basics, this document will hopefully help you
achieve the “simple” answer to that not-so-simple question.
The trick for explaining demand all rests in the analogy. We’ve found the easiest way to
make demand relatable is through comparing it to a car.
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You may have noticed the diﬀerence in fuel eﬃciency (m.p.g.) when you drive on the highway versus in the city.
Your car’s miles per gallon increase when driving on the highway. This occurs because you are driving at a consistent
speed and you are taking advantage of momentum. There are no stop signs or traﬃc lights, so your use of energy
(gas) is at a fairly stable rate. When driving in the city your vehicle is frequently accelerating and decelerating,
making it diﬃcult to take advantage of momentum. Many people try to improve the eﬃciency of city driving by
slowly accelerating when a light
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pedal to the metal.” This saves some
small amount of fuel but doesn’t
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drastically improve mileage like
highway driving at a constant speed.
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This graph depicts the typical speeds
of driving in the city versus on the
highway for 10 minutes. As you can
see, once you reach the desired
speed on the highway (blue line) your
speed stays fairly consistent. The
peaks and valleys of city driving (gray
line) are caused by the “stop and go”
of traﬃc lights and stop signs which
decreases your fuel eﬃciency.
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The same can be said of your building’s energy use. The more extreme peaks and valleys you have, the less eﬃcient
your use of electricity is. Although this graph may not replicate what your energy use looks like, it’s easier to grasp
the concept of ineﬃciency through this analogy.

The objective is to utilize momentum
to improve efficiency
Demand Control:
We are in the business of demand control, and helping people learn how to “highway drive” when it comes to their
building’s electric use. Demand control isn’t about controlling the amount of electricity (gas) consumed, but instead
how eﬃciently it’s consumed (m.p.g). The issue most people face in high electric costs is “pushing the pedal to
metal” when it comes to their electric use. They are unaware that they are “city driving” vs. “highway driving” with
their building.
Demand is defined as the rate of electric use. In our car analogy, demand is the speed at which your building is using
electricity. Utilities bill your electric use based on a combination of the amount of energy consumed (Kwh/ gas) and
the highest rate at which it was consumed (KW/ speed). KW is how demand is measured, and most utilities bill for
the “Peak Demand” which is the highest demand in any one demand interval (usually 15 minutes) during the billing
month.

So how can you “highway drive” with your building?
Keep your demand (speed) steady! You can
manually control your large non-critical
electric loads, or you can have an Energy
Sentry automatically do it for you.
An Energy Sentry demand management
system is kind of like a cruise control
for building’s electric use. Your larger
controllable loads, such as air conditioning, are
automatically cycled on and oﬀ on a priority
basis that you determine with our help. This
keeps you below a certain KW threshold, and
ensures your energy use remains at stable
levels leaving you with less peaks and valleys
and lower electric bills!

If you would like to know more about demand control and how to improve your energy
eﬃciency while lowering your electric bills , contact the experts at Brayden Automation Corp.
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